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Chapter 1: How You Approach Life and How You Appear To Others
Leo Rising:
Ferociously proud and somewhat vain, you like to be impressive and to be seen as Somebody Special. You are
not timid, meek, or self-effacing, and are rarely content being in the background or in the subordinate position.
You are a natural leader, and do not take orders from others very well. You must have something of your own,
something creative - be it a business, a project, a home or whatever - that you can develop and manage according
to your own will and vision. Whatever you do, you do it in a unique, dramatic, individual way. You like to put
your own personal stamp on it.
You also have a very strong sense of dignity, self-respect, and personal honor and are deeply offended if
someone treats you in a humiliating or dishonorable way. You will rarely confront the offender - you are too
proud to do so - but you will lose your affection and respect for them. You dislike pettiness and hate to be
snubbed or ignored.
You admire others who are strong individuals like yourself. When you befriend someone, you are
tremendously loyal, sincere, and willing to go to extraordinary lengths to make that person happy. You are very
giving and generous, but your gifts are never anonymous - you expect recognition and appreciation for them.
You also expect the intense loyalty that you offer to your dear ones to be reciprocated. However, you often have
trouble working with people who are as strong as yourself, for you do not really cooperate or share the leading
role very easily. If you are not in the leading role, you aspire to be and will compete with the person who is.
You have great heart and courage, and people often look to you for strength, encouragement, and affirmation.
You always have your best face forward and rarely allow others to see you hurting, disheartened, or vulnerable.
You also have a very strong need for love, admiration, appreciation, and praise, although you don't like others to
realize just how important it is to you.
Your outlook on life tends to be very personal and rather self-centered. Your own self-expression,
self-actualization and self-realization interests you more than anything else. You feel that if you do your best
where you are, the rest of the world will take care of itself.

Chapter 2: The Inner You: Your Real Motivation
Sun in Capricorn:
Serious, disciplined, and quietly ambitious, you are driven to prove yourself and to achieve material
accomplishments and success. Your work, your position in the world, and your contributions to society are very
important to you. You will persevere through enormous hardship and frustration in order to reach a goal you
have set for yourself, and you often sacrifice much in the area of personal relationships and home life in order to
do so.
You have a thoughtful, quiet, and self-contained disposition and do not readily show your inner feelings and
needs. You seem to be always in control, capable, efficient, and strong. You are often the person in the family or
group who is given more responsibility (and more work) than the others. You are highly conscientious and even
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as a child you possessed a maturity, soberness, and worldly wisdom that was most unchildlike.
You are basically a pragmatic realist, and though you may have all sorts of dreams, ideals and colorful
theories, you feel that the ultimate test of a concept is its practical usefulness. You have an innate shrewdness
and business sense, and there is a bit of the cynic in you as well.
You are clear-headed, detached and objective, and are not swayed by emotional dramatics. Often you are
authoritarian - strictly fair, but without mercy. You have a great respect for tradition and even if you do not agree
with certain laws, you will abide by them or work to change them, but never flagrantly disregard them. Careful
and conservative, you play by the rules.
You are subtle, understated, quiet, deep, not easy to know intimately, and never superficial. You are a modest
person and sometimes overly self-critical. Giving yourself (and others) permission to feel, to play, to be
spontaneous and silly, and to be weak and vulnerable sometimes, isn't easy for you.
Your strong points are your depth and thoroughness, patience, tenacity, and faithfulness. Your faults are a
tendency to be rigid and inflexible, and too serious.
Sun in 6th house:
Your energies are directed to either perfecting your techniques, skills, and abilities in work, or in
"perfecting", refining, and improving yourself as a person. Critical analysis and attention to minute detail are
intrinsic in either process. The urge to bring about a state of wholeness or optimal functioning is a strong
motivation of yours, and you are quite a perfectionist!
You can easily become overly identified or involved with the function you perform, with your work, or with
your own health and "growth process".

Chapter 3: Mental Interests and Abilities
Mercury in Aquarius:
You are a progressive thinker, open and receptive to new technologies and breakthroughs in science, and the
latest discoveries in any field. You have high expectations and a deep belief that mankind's problems can be
solved through the use of our creative intelligence and inventive mind. You have no patience for those whose
conservative, unimaginative outlook limits their capacity to find solutions and envision a better future. You also
like to keep abreast of current developments in world affairs, for you instinctively know that what happens in
one part of the world affects everyone. You have a strong humanitarian impulse. Practically speaking, you have
an aptitude for organization and enjoy being involved in cooperative endeavors or businesses that are
contemporary and innovative.
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Mercury in 6th house:
You use your mind to organize, classify, and bring order to your environment. You are interested in the
refinement of your technical skills and abilities and are a stickler for details. Organizational and secretarial
skills, training others in your area of expertise, or work involving teaching and communications are highly
probable for you.
Mercury Conjunct Jupiter:
You enjoy philosophical speculation and theorizing about abstract ideas and concepts. You are interested in
the broad view, universal principles and systems, seeing connecting relationships and patterns, and seeing the
whole picture rather than its component parts. You have a great respect and thirst for knowledge and education,
and are the proverbial "perpetual student". You also have a talent for teaching and sharing your knowledge, and
as a teacher you present yourself as a fellow participant in the ongoing quest for understanding rather than as an
authority.
You may become involved in television, publishing, or other fields that involve sharing ideas with large
groups of people. You excel in areas that require long-range planning and foresight, and can therefore be very
successful in business, but you are rather sloppy and haphazard when it comes to implementing your ideas in a
concrete way. You should leave it to someone else to take care of the details. Travel or long-distance contacts
and communications will play a large role in your life and work.
Moon Sextile Mercury:
You would be an excellent teacher or counselor for you listen sympathetically, and encourage others to
express their inner thoughts and feelings. People trust and confide in you, and you are able to read between the
lines and to sense what their feelings are as well as what they are saying. You work well with and understand
women, and the emotional, feminine side of life. You are articulate on personal (rather than factual or technical)
subjects. Keeping a diary or journal would be satisfying for you. You also have a talent for learning languages.

Chapter 4: Emotions: Moods, Feelings, Romance
Moon in Aries:
Emotional outbursts are frequent with you due to your fiery temper and emotional impulsiveness. You express
yourself very directly and honestly and no one has to guess what your true feelings are. However, you dislike
showing any personal weaknesses or needs for support, comfort, and nurturing. You are often impatient with
yourself and with others. You abhor emotional dependency and dislike "complainers".
You inspire others to take positive action in their lives by your own enthusiasm and eagerness to meet life's
challenges, and are attracted to people who are adventurous, courageous, and independent. You are rather bossy,
but you do not like to be with people that you can boss around too much. You enjoy a good fight sometimes.
Relationships built upon mutual respect and a good deal of emotional freedom are ideal for you.
You become very cross if you do not have enough vigorous physical activity. You will feel your best if you
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"do battle" on the tennis or racquetball court (or engage in some other competitive sport) frequently.
Moon in 9th house:
You may have done extensive traveling in your early years, or in some way had a background which enables
you to understand and identify with many different types of people or cultures.
You have a craving for things which are far away and foreign or for things you have never experienced
before. You want to completely immerse yourself in the feelings and tastes of a new place, rather than simply
have facts or an intellectual appreciation. Emotionally, too, you are restless and something of a wanderer.
Moon Square Mars:
You are temperamental and impatient and can be very difficult to live with. You tend to respond with a temper
tantrum (overt or subtle) if your desires are frustrated. You become very irritable and bad tempered if you do not
have enough vigorous physical activities or other outlets for your aggressive, feisty spirit.
Moon Square Pluto:
You have intense desires and feelings and your personal relationships are deeply emotional, passionate, and
often stormy and painful as well. There are powerful magnetic ties between yourself and those you care about,
and you could become emotionally obsessed by another person. Your feelings can become so urgent and
compelling that you do things that are not rational. You undergo periodic emotional upheavals and purging,
when you must break all ties, release the past and begin anew.
Venus in Pisces:
Tremendously softhearted and sympathetic, you give very selflessly and devotedly to those you love and often
allow others to become overly dependent upon you. More compassionate than passionate, you may become
romantically involved with someone because they need love and you want to help them, rather than out of
mutual pleasure or attraction.
You are drawn to sensitive, imaginative, gentle souls - poets, musicians, dreamers - or to someone you feel
you can have a deep spiritual relationship with. You idealize love and have a very beautiful, romantic vision of
what love can be.
Venus in 8th house:
You crave very intense, deep, emotional relationships, and would even prefer a stormy, tumultuous
relationship to one which is smooth but lacking vitality and passion. You love wholeheartedly and expect
all-consuming, total devotion and attention from your partner. Casual, light relationships hold no appeal for
you.
Venus Sextile Pluto:
You love deeply, passionately, and wholeheartedly, and others may find your intensity either extremely
attractive or threatening. You are charismatic and can have a powerful emotional influence on others, especially
those of the opposite sex. You may use your attractiveness to manipulate others, sometimes without even
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realizing it.

Chapter 5: Drive and Ambition: How You Achieve Your Goals
Mars in Capricorn:
You are serious about your ambitions, and disciplined, dedicated, and tenacious in pursuing your objectives.
Your drive and energy are directed toward practical material accomplishment and achieving concrete results.
You also strive to be in a position of authority and social influence; you enjoy being the person who is in
command.
You are hard-working and capable of forgoing immediate comfort in order to achieve your long-range goals.
You can easily become a workaholic and are very responsible and conscientious about doing a thorough job.
Realistic and pragmatic, you are an excellent strategist. You attain success by formulating a conservative and
workable plan and following through with it. You are not a gambler when it comes to attaining your goals; you
depend on your own efforts and perseverance rather good fortune. You have a natural shrewdness and instinct
for business or organizational management.
Mars in 5th house:
You play vigorously and enjoy competitive games and physical rough-and-tumble activities. Athletics and/or
physical activities have great appeal for you. You take the initiative in sports and also in romance: you are ardent
in pursuing ANYTHING you desire.
Mars Conjunct Pluto:
When you want something, you go after it with passionate zeal and are sometimes so driven by your desire
that you lose all objectivity. You get so deeply involved in whatever you are pursuing that you become
one-sided, even fanatical. Strong-willed and stubborn, you insist on having your way no matter the cost. You are
fascinated with power. You often try to overpower anything or anyone you perceive as an obstacle, if not
physically then by the force of your will. You can be ruthless and impersonal when it comes to achieving your
ambitions and goals in life. You have enormous energy and are capable of extraordinary effort and great
achievement. You can also become a compulsive workaholic.
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Chapter 6: Other Influences
Jupiter in Capricorn:
You have an innate shrewdness, and the ability to develop a clear strategy and follow it carefully in order to
reach your goals. You also have a natural sense of order, structure, and self-discipline. You are likely to excel,
both because you are ambitious and because it is very important to you to do a professional job, no matter what
field you are in, or how humble the task.
Jupiter in 6th house:
You have a positive and constructive attitude toward work and what other people might consider drudgery.
You enjoy helping people improve their lives, and the more service you render, the more benefits and rewards
you find coming back to you. Promoting health in some manner is a very good avenue for you.
Saturn in Virgo:
You have a penchant for order and precision, and an almost compulsive attention to detail. You are often
hypercritical and can be such a demanding perfectionist that you discourage yourself or others from even
attempting something that won't be done exactly the way you know it should be done.
You frequently over analyze or pick things apart mentally. You may be something of a hypochondriac also.
You must learn that you do not have to rationally understand everything in order for it to be valid, and also to
relax your unnecessarily high or strict standards.
Saturn in 3rd house:
You are serious-minded and may have difficulty making light social conversation or participating in friendly,
personal interchanges.
You try to be strictly accurate and are critical of people who exaggerate or talk on subjects they really know
little about. You withhold your thoughts and opinions until you have thought everything through quite
thoroughly, and sometimes your silence discomforts others.
Your mental concentration is very good but your breadth of understanding may not be.
Saturn Opposition Uranus:
You seesaw between playing it safe, and doing something unique and original, between self-control and
letting loose, between being a responsible adult and a rebellious adolescent, between what you have to or should
do and what your spontaneous impulses tell you. All of this creates enormous inner tension as well as friction
with people in your environment. You may, for instance, bitterly resent the government or authority figures who
"crush your individuality", and yet ignore your obligations and responsibilities, thus ensuring that they will come
down on you. Learning to give each side its due is an ongoing challenge for you.
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Uranus in Pisces:
You are part of a 7 year group of people who are very creative in the arts, music, literature, and philosophy.
Your age group draws upon some new inspirations and has a talent for weaving many seemingly disparate styles
into a new, refreshing synthesis. Much of the creative inspiration of your period is very refined and sensitive,
and some of the greatest artistic and literary works of your generation will receive full recognition only after
many decades have passed. You are a group that is primarily concerned with the quality of your creative
endeavor rather than its distribution and marketing.
Uranus in 9th house:
You are unconventional, even iconoclastic, in your attitude toward religion, philosophy, and politics. You
tend to see traditional religion as restrictive, meaningless ritual with little to offer you, and you're eager to
experiment with other, alternative pathways. You have lots of creative, innovative ideas and you often feel that
others are unwilling to take risks and venture out of their deeply ingrained perspectives and views.
Neptune in Aquarius:
You are part of a 14 year group of people that are progressive and broad-minded in religious philosophy and
spiritual attitude. You are not a mystical bunch, but you are not skeptics or cynics of mysticism either. However,
you generally do not follow a religious philosophy unless it appeals to your sense of logic and reason. The more
ancient and intuitively based religions are of little interest to your age group, and religions undergo much
"modernizing" during your lifetime.
Your generation blurs the distinction between science and mysticism; your scientific discoveries are carried
on with a spirit of awe and wonder, and the discoveries that are made only serve to increase that sense of awe
and wonder. The dry, academic approach to science fades out during your generation.
Science fiction is also popular with your age group. Also popular are abstract artistic styles, which reflect your
progressive imagination.
Neptune in 7th house:
You often have very naive, idealistic, or overly romantic attitudes toward people, and it's difficult for you to
see others realistically. You may prefer to keep your relationships on an idealistic or platonic level, so that you
don't have to deal with the more prosaic, earthy, human aspects of relating.
Thoroughly investigate potential marriage or business partners, as your gullibility and desire to see only the
best in people may blind you to the truth about others with whom you form a close alliance.
Pluto in Capricorn:
You are part of a 15 year group of people who have a very strong practical and realistic attitude towards life.
You are an ambitious group also and you work hard to improve business, commerce, and other practical affairs.
There always seems to be lots of hard work that needs to be done when your generation comes around, and your
generation is ready and willing to do it.
Your age group is marked by its precociousness and seriousness. However, it is also as if you were somehow
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cut off from many of your inner feelings. There is very little of the "child" in most members of your age group,
and you have a much cooler, more detached attitude to life than other age groups. You are mature, but also rather
aloof. You are ethical but tend to lack empathy and heart. For many members of your age group, it is as if they
were cut off from their deeper, emotional side. Naturally, it is important not to let this tendency become too
unbalanced, as it can lead to a harsh, insensitive attitude, and a tendency to become involved in corrupt and
unethical practices.
Pluto in 5th house:
You have very strong creative forces and whatever you do, you want to do to the fullest. In love and romance,
you get totally, passionately, even obsessively involved. In other forms of creative release and self-expression,
also, you are very driven and you have a deep need to prove yourself. Your desire for personal recognition is
compelling, and if you do not achieve creative success, you may try to force your children to fulfill your dreams
for you.
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